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Story Premise
In a world where mice ride dragons and humans are the mythical creatures. Grynx is one of those
mice. A gifted mage and swordsman has been a model recruit for the academy. That was of
course before encountering a construct named Nx-1. On the run from tyrannical imperial forces,
the two will embark on an epic journey of self-exploration and adventure.

Historical Background Information or Timeline –
The Age of Humans
In a distant future were Sol was in danger of being destroyed by a rogue star. Expeditions
to the planets orbiting the rogue star uncovered a new kind of crystal. Kiseki (miracle) crystals
were found to contain tachyons in the energy band. Efforts to save humanity lead to several ark
missions using those crystals as power sources on one way trips through time and space. Several
of those ships arrived at worlds throughout this solar system eons ago.
The centuries that followed were filled with struggles and strife. In the waning years of
human dominance genetic experimentation gave rise to the Coidea and the Nexilin. Sentient
races of birds and mice, their genetics allowed them to thrive on the new worlds. Fear of the
unknown lead to humans waging an all-out war on the developing races. Coidea and Nexilin
fought side by side to fend off the humans. The first great war as it became known lead to the
extermination of humanity. They few survivors are said to have fled into deep space.
The Age of Raptors
The victory was short lived. Once settled in, the two upstarts turned on one another. The
Coidea won the second great war using left over human technology and equipment. They then
enslaved or subjugated the Nexilin for thousands of years. Until unknown events set off the third
great war. Shrouded in mystery, it was the first hegemonic war to have magic used in large scale
combat. It was also the war that ended the age of raptors and ushered in a new era cohabitation
and prosperity.
The Age of Praedam
A few hundred years after the age of raptors came to an end the world is once again on
edge. Rumors of a new empire on the new move and rogue factions digging up ancient
technology for unknown reasons.

Main Character(s)
Six inches tall dressed in a faded blue and grey tunic GRYNX, a young spiny mouse, is
confident, adventurous and tortured. Full of promise he has shown an adeptness with magic and
a desire to be an archeologist. However, fate has different destiny in the cards for him.

The middle child and son of a couple gemologist, he was privileged. Traveling the world with his
parents allowed him to see more in his early years than most will in a life time. It gave him the
opportunity to learn various languages, practice fencing and even dabble in different forms of
magic.
His mother wrote several books on the history of Korinath. Including a couple on the legend of
the humans and heroes of antiquity. Those were the bed time stories told to him and his sibling
growing up. It inspired him to dream of the stars. He was determined to travel among them as the
humans did long ago. Until the family expedition to Akarak that changed everything.
The legends tell of a mage named Xynax who was able to travel back in time to change the
course of history. It has been said that the only those of the ninth level in the academy ever learn
time magic. The events of his father’s disappearance in Akarak set in motion his obsession with
magic. He read book after book, trained day and night till the opportunity came along to prove
his worth.
He entered a recruitment competition at Westing Castle. He did battle with other magic users and
put on a display of talent earning an appointment to the Xynax Aacademy. It is there he will train
to be a mage of the Xynax order. Perhaps one day even learn the spell that can take him back to
save his father.

Supporting Characters
NX-1, a silver-plated construct, is an unusual member of the insurrection. It is rare for a
construct to be seen outside of the empires service. It is unheard of for one to be seemingly selfaware. Nx-1 does not follow orders from anyone but is always willing to help the cause.
Standing sixty-eight inches tall he is small for a construct. The horned helm he wears often gives
new recruit pause as they mistake him for a minotaur.

Rassco, a muscular Nexilin, was never any good with magic outside of the combat spells.
Signing up for the military as soon as he could, rassco never dreamed of attending the prestigious
Xynax academy. His valorous action in service punched that unexpected ticket. This ferociously
loyal individual would be the one chosen to bunk with Grynx. His light grey fur and tight red
tunic were just as much a contrast to Grynx as his size. Standing nine inchs tall and solid as a
rock he dwarfed many of the other magicians.
Tey’lon, a young yellow and green Coidea, has never been one to follow the status quo. His
eccentric attitude and lack of respect for authority made for an easy jump from normal life to
member of the insurrection. One of the few Coideas to join the fight, his twelve inches height
and winged speed are invaluable to the cause. Not much of a magic guy he has been known to
pilot a reconfigured MK-V Serph attack ship. It was stolen and repurposed for special operations
against the empire.

Emperor Wyn, a large black and Silver Coidea, is rarely seen outside of his palace. The ruling
monarch of Messier, he has had many attempts against his life. Not an evil person at heart, Wyn
has commit a great deal of evil actions to keep his throne and for the good of his people. One of
the last in his bloodline, Wyn is seen as the Herald of Peregrines. In the palace, he wears regal
regalia of gold and silver Nexilin furs. The crown he wears is a relic of the first great war. It is
adorned with Kiseki crystals.
Constructs – used as royal guardsmen and advanced military units. The constructs stand an
impressive seventy-two inches tall. It is said they were used designed to resemble humans after
the first great war, as a way to strike fear in hearts of their enemy. Powered by crystal technology
and driven by a programmed desire to serve each construct is an unstoppable machine loyal to
the emipre.

Locations
Messier

This is the home world of the Coidea. It is an arid place. Days are known as monas and
counted by the rising and setting of the moon. There are one hundred and forty monas a year.
Night is a rare event. Once every eight years the long night falls and last two-hundred and eighty
monas. The position of the planet between the 5 stars rarely allows a change of season.

The Palace of Mokin

The seat of power on Messier. The Palace of Mokin dwarfs the city that surrounds
it. Its ornate gold laden architecture glows in the sunlight. Powered by Crystals and
guarded by constructs the palace seems other worldly.

Arena of Altros

A giant colosseum, the arena of Altros was built to host events featuring Humans,
dragons and constructs. Its stone and steel construction took place thousands of years
ago. Today it stands weathered by time and aged by sand. Gone are the humans and
dragons. However, the game still pit constructs against one another or against slaves for
sport.

Korinath

This is the home world of the Nexilin. It is a temperate environment similar to earth.
Located on the far side of the solar system they only have the view of one sun. Monas here are
also counted by the rising and falling of the moon. It seasonal changes are frequent and range
from chilling winters to scorching summers.

Akarak

The ancient home of all Nexilin. There are giant monuments and remnants of
civilization lost to antiquity. Located on the coast nestled against a mountain Akarak is
believed to have been the birth place of all creation. Today it is the center of most
archeological excavations.

Westing Castle

The center of the largest city in the world, Westing Castle is the seat of power on
Korinath. Its walls are so large, legend has it they were built by humans to protect
themselves during the great war. Located in the cloud mountains to the west of Akarak,
Westing Castle enjoys a tranquil existence.

The Xynax Academy

A school for mages in training. The Xynax academy was built in what is believed
to be the remnants of ancient human vessel. Found deep in the iron woods it is located on
a small island surrounded by a lake of liquid crystal.

Additional World Information:
MagicThe world is full of magic. The primary form is crystal magic as anyone can use it. There
are other forms that take a deeper connection to use. Ranging from geomancy (pulling energy
from the environment) to Qimancy (pulling energy from one’s own life force) to necromancy
(pulling from the dormant energy of the dead)
RacesRaptors
A mixed race of evolved birds primarily parrots. They range in size from twelve to
twenty-four inches in height. The have functional wings as well as arms. The primary
language is Avianese and the dominate religion is Pergeinism. They are the ruling class
on at least one world.
Praedam
A mixed race of small mammal primarily mice. They range in size from three to nine
inches. The primary language is Mammalish but many have learned Avianese. There is
no dominate religion although many prey to Mythicon, the hero of the long night.
Human
A mythological being seen as gods to some. Most of the ancient human text show the
language to be a mix of Spanish, English and Japanese.
ReligionPeregrinism is a polytheistic religion. It has several gods dedicated to aspects of the
hunt. It is believed that you are born as prey and you live as prey till you complete your coming
of age hunt. In death, the worthy join falco on the great hunt. The unworthy will join Praedam
Aquila – Queen of the Chase
Falco – Strike Leader of the Hunt
Chrysaetos – Golden king of Haste
Praedam – God of Quarry
Gods of other religionsMachiko – White Sword of Humanity
They believe humans are the true creators and will one day return.
Krustallos – Soul of the Crystal
They believe the power of crystals are the power of god.
Mythicon – Hero of the long night
A god that protects you from the hunt during the long night.

Story Synopsis
On a geologic excavation in Akarak with his father, GRYNX, a young mouse finds an ancient
machine powered by blue glowing crystals. He activates the machine by accident inadvertently
transporting his father to another world and time.
Distraught by the events of his father’s disappearance he latches on to the legend of Xynax a
time traveling mage. He spends time honing his skills in magic for the yearly summit at Westing
castle. He encounters RASSCO, a soldier already appointed. The two Nexilin fight off a couple
of Coidea assailants. Grynx wins the tournament and is appointed to the academy.
Time passes as he studies. He steals crystals and tries a spell out of an old spell book. He is
teleported to the woods. He encounters NX-1. The two battle a set of imperial constructs. NX-1
teleports him back to the castle. They recruit Rassco. NX-1 is tells Grynx what happened to his
father. He and rassco procure more crystals. Constructs show up. Rassco is killed. NX-1 grabs
Grynx and teleports to the arena of altros on messier.
Grynx is taken to the insurrection Headquarters. He meets TEY’LON, the pilot and is presented
with a mission to stop the empires construct production. Refusing to go on a suicide mission
Grynx runs away. There he sees how Nexilin are treated on messier. He goes back joins the
mission. They assault the palace of morkin. In a battle with the emperor he learns that humans
aren’t a myth and they have returned.

Story Excerpt –
The soft edge of Grynx’s round ears tingled. He lifted his head up from the book as the
ground trembled. In the darkness marred by fog was something moving. Grynx squinted, the
shapeless mass started to take form as it neared. He jumped to his feet thrusting out a free hand.
“Tirrent Fra!”
Red specks of energy swirled together in his palm. The collected inferno exploded
forward. A beam of searing heat ripped in to the tree. Through the hole created was an
incandescent spot. He had hit something in the darkness. The red glow of the spot faded as it
continued toward him. He hadn’t stopped it. Cracking and splintering echoed as it’s lumber
turned to sprint. He hadn’t even slowed it down.
“That can’t be good,” Grynx said throwing the spell book back into his satchel.
Grynx backed away from the rocks and into the clearing he had arrived. He did not know
what was coming for him, but when a Nexilin’s ears tingle that is a clear sign of danger. A
creature smaller than the trees but ten times Grynx’s size careened out of the forest. The ground
shook as it stomped into the clearing. Its body adorned with silvery plates of armor riveted
together, was covered in spots of moss and vine. Its head, shielded with a three-horned helmet,
looked down at Grynx.
“No, no, no not today,” Grynx said. “Why must it be today?”
Grynx’s minotaur had found him again. This was the second time he had encountered this
creature on an errant journey. The last time he had borrowed the school’s airship and end up two
kingdoms away. No one believed him when he said a giant minotaur was chasing him, they
thought he made it up so he wouldn’t get in trouble.
“Kirrin tra,” he said holding out both hands.

An uncomfortable buzzing sensation rolled from the back of Grynx’s neck to the tips of
his fingers. The smell of ozone wafted from the collar of his tunic. A brilliant flash pulsed out of
his hands, then a crack of lightning descended from the sky and impacted the creature. It stopped
mid stride. Purple electricity cascaded from the horned helmet to its armored feet.
“That should put you down,” he said dusting off his hands.
The Electricity dissipated into the ground with a shudder. The charred mark created by
the lighting faded. Steam hissed from joints beneath the plates of armor as the creature continued
toward him. Mouth gaped opened Grynx blinked several times.
“This can’t be happening, that would have killed a dragon.”
He scurried left and right then turned to face the metal minotaur. His only way out was to
teleport home or go through the creature. Unfortunately, he was all out of sapphire.
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